Tenth Annual
Cinema Arts Festival
Nov. 3 – Dec. 3, 2016
New York City

		

is a 501c3 Cinema Arts

Non-Profit Organization based in Brooklyn, New York
that has established itself as an essential resource for
the local film community and as a major contributor to
the history and preservation of the art form. MONO
provides accessible education, organizes monthly
screenings, makes film and equipment affordable,
imports and distributes film stocks, and maintains a
moving image reference library. 2016 marks the 10th
anniversary for the organization and their annual
cinema arts festival.
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contributed so much to our growth, and who remain a vital,
positive energy within the organization.
Of course, I was warned that it was an overly ambitious
goal to present 10 nights of programming with our small but
dedicated staff and volunteers. But, as I began to reach out
to members of the community, the positive response was so
overwhelming that we now have over 20 events planned with
another 20 projects in pre-production for next year.

A Letter from the Director
When I first moved to New York, I couldn’t have anticipated
the events that have unfolded over these last 10 years, especially those pertaining to MONO NO AWARE.
I came here, as most people do, knowing only a small handful
of people and excited by the creative opportunity and potential that the city offers. I went out every night, saw everything
that I could, and had multiple projects running simultaneously.
While working full-time as a welder on Long Island, I produced
my first work on film, painstakingly assembled over many
nights and long weekends. At the same time I also organized
my first expanded cinema exhibition in 2007, calling it MONO
NO AWARE. This had been motivated by the possibility of engaging with other contemporary film artists, a strong motivation that I still have. Since those early manifestations MONO
has blossomed into a thriving multi-faceted cinema-arts organization, offering educational initiatives, equipment/facilities
for filmmakers, screenings, lectures, field trips, festivals, and
nurturing and serving a community that is absolutely unique,
and of remarkable breadth and depth. It is unlike anything
that I have ever been a part of, engaging at every level of the
creative process, from the artisanal to the post-cinematic,
addressing all issues—technical, pragmatic, aesthetic, social,
digital, etc.
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To mark our 10-year milestone, I wanted to plan festivities that
would be consistent with the nature of the organization, and
oriented towards our future as well as reflecting on our history. I have always worked hard, endeavoring to put community
first, and to promote cinema in all of its wonderful complexities, through affordable and accessible shared experiences.
And so, it has become my aim for our 10th anniversary to
address the myriad and various forms of the moving image
by partnering with a number of curators, artists, and institutions, to present workshops, artist in-person conversations,
and screenings, to support and produce new works by artists
I admire, and to share the full breadth of what MONO has
become. It is my desire to share this celebratory spotlight
with as many people as possible, especially those who have

My commitment to the forward momentum of MONO NO
AWARE is intense, and sometimes narrowly focused on the
necessary pragmatic tasks, but I have recently been shaken out of this mode and cast into a more meditative and
reflective manner of thinking, one which has allowed me to
recognize that over the last decade I have had the remarkable
good fortune to meet, befriend, interact and work with so
many incredible and inspiring people. I want to express my
profound gratitude, to say thank you, to my family and friends,
to the people close to me who understand and have shared
the sacrifices necessary to get here, and to everyone who has
been a part of this epic journey:
Thank you—this celebration is for all of us!
In 2017, MONO NO AWARE will enter its 11th year, and there
is so much on the horizon. As we continue to strive to become
a more open resource, I want to energize and renew the invitation to become a part of this remarkable community.

Steve Cossman
Founder and Executive Director
MONO NO AWARE
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Kitch’s Last Meal

Nov. 3
___________________________
Anthology Film Archives
32 2nd Ave., New York

___________________________
7:00 pm doors, 7:30 pm screening

___________________________
Kitch’s Last Meal
1973-78, 54 min, double-16mm projection, sound on CD

___________________________
$11 General, $9 Student and Seniors,
$7 Anthology Members
Limited to 74 seats

The third part of her autobiographical trilogy (including 'Fuses' and 'Plumb Line'), 'Kitch's Last Meal' documents, among
other things, the demise of Carolee Schneemann’s cat comrade, Kitch. Presented in varying configurations and lengths
over the years, 'Kitch's' was shot in Super-8mm and shown
simultaneously on two projectors with one image arranged
above another. This configuration is duplicated in Anthology’s
preservation, and the sound is played from CD in an attempt
to keep the ‘live’ nature of the film intact. 'Kitch’s' undoubtedly
stands as one of Schneemann’s most emotionally gripping
and cathartic works.

Domestic imagery filmed weekly for three years in a country house
where my partner and myself are observed by our 19-year-old cat in
the normal routine of domestic intimacy and our work as artists. …
The ordinariness of the activities of the couple in association with the
disjunctive sound builds towards a disconcerting invisibility – beyond
what is here manifest.
– Carolee Schneemann

Anthology Film Archives is an
international center for the exhibition,
preservation, and study of independent
and artist film and video.
anthologyfilmarchives.org
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Five Films of
Gordon Matta-Clark

Nov. 4

___________________________

@ ZieherSmith Gallery
516 West 20th St., New York

Co-director of the Estate of Gordon Matta-Clark, Jessamyn
Fiore will introduce the program, as well as each film individually, followed by a Q&A.

___________________________
7:00 pm doors
7:30 – 9:00 pm screening

___________________________
Fire Child
1971, Super 8 (transferred to 16mm),
color, silent, 9:47
Fresh Kill
1972, 16mm, color, sound, 12:48
Clockshower
1974, 16mm, color, sound, 13:50
City Slivers
1976, 16mm, color, silent, 15:00
Conical Intersect
1975, 16mm, color, silent, 18:40

___________________________
$5 Suggested donation
Limited to 74 seats

___________________________
Co-Presented by Samuel Adams of
Tenant416 and MONO NO AWARE.
Courtesy of the GMC estate.

Tenant416 is honored to present five films of Gordon Matta-Clark, widely considered one of the most influential artists
working in the 1970s. His practice introduced new and radical
modes of physically exploring and subverting urban architecture, and some of his most well known projects involved
laboriously cutting holes into floors and walls of abandoned
buildings. Often overlooked in otherwise illuminating texts and
exhibitions that focus on Matta-Clark, his films add immeasurably to our understanding and appreciation of the inimitable
artist’s ability to shift the spatial, temporal, and philosophical
ground beneath us. The five films presented have been carefully selected to reveal not only the breadth of his architectural
interventions and performances, but also the artist’s interest
and gravity towards avant-garde filmmaking.

My understanding of art in a social context is as an essentially generous human act, an individually positive attempt to encounter the
real world through expressive interpretation. The value of art as it
services and sometimes flourishes in our system is so closely related
to occidental beliefs in individual rights of free expression that one
can accurately speak of the state of art as a measure of the state of
freedom in our society.
– Gordon Matta-Clark
Upon hosting its first film screening with actual celluloid and
filmmaker in house, Tenant 416 first crossed paths with MONO
NO AWARE in December 2014, calling in Steve Cossman for his
technical expertise. The experience spawned Tenant416’s voracious
appetite for collecting and screening 16mm and 8mm film on a
regular, ongoing basis. MONO NO AWARE is a perpetual inspiration to Tenant416 as it shares precisely the same intention: to promote connectivity and community engagement through cinematic
experience.
– Samuel Adams,
Tenant 416
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Tenant416 is a curated selection of
free weekly projected film screenings
hosted in an artist’s studio in Bushwick,
Brooklyn. Taking after numerous friends
and colleagues who have presented
rigorously programmed DIY galleries
and apartment exhibitions, Tenant416’s
impetus is an initiative to share compelling cinema while providing a platform
for relative social engagement. It is a
committed endeavor, ongoing since
January 2014. tenant416.com
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LOOK FOR ME

performer as if she is looking at herself through the lens of
her imagination.
This project is directed and produced by Lucy Kerr with
assistance from the cinema arts organization MONO NO
AWARE and the Center for Performance Research. Dance
Films Associations is the fiscal sponsor for this project.

Nov. 5

___________________________

Center For Performance
Research

361 Manhattan Avenue, Brooklyn

___________________________
7:00 pm performance

___________________________
$10
Limited to 50 seats. Reserve online
at mononoawarefilm.com

___________________________
Co-presented by DFA, CPR and
MONO NO AWARE
Produced by MONO NO AWARE with
the help of ColorLab, MD

LOOK FOR ME (2016) is a multimedia project intersecting a
two channel film and performance. The film component of this
work was shot on 16mm using an Arri S camera. Portions of
the film were hand processed by the director and the footage
was edited digitally. The music accompanying this piece is an
original score composed on analog synthesizers and recorded
on a reel to reel tape machine.
LOOK FOR ME is a visual portrait of a female figure in conversation with her memory. The performer on stage is multiplied
through the projected images of herself in distant landscapes.
This work is inspired by Simone de Beauvoir’s notion of ambiguity, in which a person is painted as being both subject and
object. In LOOK FOR ME, the figure is extracted from herself
as other than herself. The audience is invited to witness the

Lucy Kerr is a Brooklyn-based choreographer, filmmaker,
performance and installation artist, and writer. Kerr was born
in Houston, TX in 1990. She holds a B.A. in Philosophy and
a B.A. in Theater and Dance from The University of Texas at
Austin, where she was the grand-prize winner of the 2014
Co-op/George H. Mitchell Awards for Academic Excellence
for her undergraduate thesis. Kerr was selected as a 20142016 Fellow at LEIMAY in Brooklyn, NY. She creates films
and performances inspired by tension between reality, memory, and imagination. She often combines film and performance mediums in the same moment as a way to embody
the simultaneous and contrasting dynamics of personal
experience.

I first encountered MONO NO AWARE just a couple days after I
moved to New York City (a little more than two years ago) through
a flyer. I was then a dance maker who had a secret and intense love
for cinema. Seeing the flyer made me very excited about alternative
educational possibilities for filmmaking in Brooklyn. It was around
then that I decided to make my first movie (and since then I have
made five others). I attended several MNA events and took a few
workshops. I directed a piece shot by MNA instructor Amanda
Katz on a 16mm and digital. Steve Cossman saw the project (Burning As It Runs) as a video projection and live performance in June
2015. Though I am new filmmaker with no formal training in film,
Steve saw something in me from my past works. Since embarking
on LOOK FOR ME in April 2016, I have learned an incredible
amount about how to make a film. MONO NO AWARE has been
my main mentor and educator in cinema arts, and I am grateful to
MNA for giving me the resources that have made it possible for me
to create this work and to grow as a multidisciplinary director.
- Lucy Kurr
“CPR has been host to MONO NO AWARE’s classes and screening
events since 2011. Each year MONO provides over 200 hours of
instruction from CPR’s studios, in many cases utilizing both CPR
and its diverse neighborhood as the backdrop for its students’ films.
MONO is a valuable part of the CPR network, providing a unique
opportunity for collaboration between the film and dance communities.”
- Sydney Gilbert
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CPR is an artist-driven initiative,
co-founded by Jonah Bokaer | Chez
Bushwick and John Jasperse | Thin Man
Dance, Inc. CPR’s mission is to support
the development of new works in contemporary dance, performance and related forms, and to promote awareness
of and appreciation for contemporary
performing arts. CPR is particularly interested in supporting artistic processes
that integrate visual design, installation,
and technology. cprnyc.org
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MONO NO AWARE: A throbbing heart, thriving

of the film season, giving special attention to

hive,and visible oasis at the center of New York

“now you see it now you don’t” moments of

film culture.

cinematic magic. The total event creates an

True to it’s namesake which indicates a tender
regard for impermanence and the appreciation
of the ephemeral, “MONO’s” workshops are
devoted to the transmission of endangered
knowledge, the science and poetics of photochemical arcana and all the instruments of
practice. It’s exhibitions give a special place to
unique moving image projection performances
that would often remain fleeting and scattered.
The annual MONO NO AWARE festival is a
celebratory blossoming of generosity and discernment, set in motion and brought to fruition
under the careful guidance of Steve Cossman.
For ten years it has been one of the highlights

ecstatic bonfire out of these fugitive sparks, a
gathering heightened by one of the most
enthusiastic audiences extant, a critical mass
and beyond of diverse audience members
primed for discovery united by a deep affection
for Live Cinema. In all of it’s manifestations,
special programming, hands on equipment
access and training and the exciting yearly
festival, MONO NO AWARE has been uniquely
important, a boundless project of love and
necessity that has proven viable and lasting.
MARK MCELHATTEN
Moving Image curator since 1977
Founder/Curator of Views from the Avant-Garde,
Curator of The Walking Picture Palace, and Film Archivist

Children on the
Edge of Itchy-tectonics:
Taiwanese New
Experimental Films

Nov. 6

___________________________

Ace Hotel, Liberty Hall
20 West 29th St., New York

___________________________
1:30 pm doors, 2:00 pm screening

___________________________
Free to attend
Limited to 75 seats. Reserve online
at mononoawarefilm.com

___________________________
Co-presented by Tzu-An Wu, Wen Hsu,
L/Y, The Other Cinema and MONO NO
AWARE

___________________________
New York premiere of works on video by
Dooll Chao, Lin Mao, Kaire Wang, Ya-Ting
Hsu, Huang Ya-Li, Ye Mimi, Tzu-An Wu,
Yin-Ju Chen, HSU Tsen-chu, and Lin
Shih-Chieh.

The Other Cinema is a curators and
filmmakers collective based in Taipei
and New York, it was founded in 2015
and was originally an online film club
that shares ideas and interest on films,
moving images, video art and all the
time-based media arts. In 2016, The
Other Cinema Collective has started to
organize film screening events and talks
in Taiwan. Its first curatorial project
'Every film is an enigma: moving image
in the black box and white cube' will
be held at Soulangh Cultural Park in
May 2017.

This program presents a younger generation of Taiwanese
experimental filmmakers. Located in a tight corner between
geographical and cultural political plate tectonics, the island
rides on the eruption dynamics which converge as well as destruct. These millennial filmmakers grew up to see the rise and
fall of Taiwanese New Wave Cinema, and the dilemmas of the
contemporary moving images: forms, media, and institutionalization… While date lines vanish and the international diaspora
grows, they emerge from this foundation of transformations.
Taiwan’s experimental films started to flourish in 1978 through
the government funded competition 'Golden Harvest Awards
for Outstanding Short Films.' Filmmakers consider the award
a testing ground for them to further produce feature films.
Since then experimental films became a genre for younger
filmmakers to start their career. Nonetheless when filmmakers
have chances to enter into the film industry, experimental
filmmaking tends to become a past tense activity. As a result,
experimental film in Taiwan has a fragmented and dim history.
With this program, we connect some of the most active and
vivid experimental filmmakers from Taiwan and present their
works. Many of these works have been shown in various international platforms separately, through this special occasion it
would be the first time they been showcased under the same
frame.

Ace Hotel and MONO NO AWARE have
formed a partnership through the series
Studio Visits. Studio Visits is a quarterly
series inviting hands-on makers to
visit the Ace Hotel New York Lobby and
interact with the public, sharing basic
principles about their practice. This last
July, Ace welcomed local filmmakers of
MONO NO AWARE for an afternoon
of camera-less animation on film where
participants worked directly on film,
creating fun experimental loops to
take home.
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Three Works
for Four Projectors

Nov. 7

___________________________

Brooklyn Fire Proof
119 Ingraham St., Brooklyn

___________________________
7:00 pm doors, 8:00 pm screening

___________________________
4 X LOOPS
1974, approx. 15 min., B&W, Silent
Rings
2012, approx. 15 min., B&W, Silent
Quadrants
2016, approx. 15 min., B&W, Silent

___________________________
Free to attend
Limited to 75 seats. Reserve online
at mononoawarefilm.com

___________________________
Projector Performance by Nicky Hamlin
Presented by Drew Bucilla and MONO
NO AWARE

‘4 X LOOPS,’ ‘Rings’ and ‘Quadrants’ are all made in the
same format and presented in the same way: four identical
16mm loops, one for each projector. The projectors are repositioned in a variety of configurations over the duration of the
work, typically fifteen to twenty minutes. Each loop presents
a simple repeating cycle: the ‘4 X LOOPS’ flash on and off at
rates of between three and twelve frame per second, ‘Rings’
is a one second, S-shaped animated movement of 12 rings,
two frames of each. In ‘Quadrants’ there is an eight frame
rotational movement generated by four quadrants of two
frames each. All the works were shot and printed on Agfa ST8
sound recording film, using a Bolex as a printer by bi-packing
negative and print stock.
Nicky Hamlin is a filmmaker and writer on experimental film
and video based in the UK. He is Professor of Experimental
Film and Senior Lecturer in Fine Art Media at the University
for the Creative Arts, Canterbury, Kent, UK, and Lecturer in
Visual Communication, Royal College of Art, London. Nicky
has completed over fifty 16mm films, video works and installations since 1974. These have been exhibited at festivals and
one-person shows worldwide. His book, 'Film Art Phenomena'
(2003), is published by the British Film Institute. He has also
co-edited, with A.L. Rees and Simon Payne, a collection of
essays on the Austrian film-maker Kurt Kren, 'Kurt Kren: Structural Films' (Intellect Books, 2016).

I am grateful to MONO NO AWARE for giving me the opportunity
to show these works at their tenth anniversary festival and it seems
particularly appropriate given that the work is hand made and processed. I hope the show can demonstrate to people ways of working
cheaply with 16mm film: that one doesn’t necessarily need a lot of
stock or resources to make a film.
– Nicky Hamlin
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100 feet roll of black and white 16mm film. We strung them
together with black film separating the rolls, as Peter often
separated the single shots in his films. What you’ll see tonight
is a series of pieces that speak to Peter’s strong contemplative aesthetic ethos. Each filmmaker will have 2.5 minutes of
screen time to commune with Peter’s memory, and the collected rolls will become more than the sum of their parts.
This is a New York premiere of films by contributing filmmakers: Eve Heller, Rebecca Leopold, Lana Lin, Peter Rose, Roddy
Bogowa, Jacob Burckhardt, Eric Theise, Nikolas Jaeger, Peter
Rose, Eve Heller, Richard Max Gavrich, Timoleon Wilkins,
Mary Beth Reed, Lynne Sachs, Audrey Turner, Robbie Land,
Fern Silva and students, Max Weinman, Cassandra Bull, Paul
Marcus, Roddy Bogawa, Dave Rodriguez, Lana Lin, Josephine
Shokrian, George Griffin, Amanda Katz and Josh Lewis, Theodore Rex King, Jordan Stone, Jesse Cain, Michael Wawzenek,
Mott Hupfel, Rebecca Leopold, G. Anthony Svatek and Zachary Nichols, David Gatten, Henry Hills, Daryl Meador, Dominic
Angerame, the organizing filmmakers, and others.
Also included in the program is 'New York Portrait, Chapter I'
(1979, 16mm, 16 min.) by Peter Hutton.

To me one of the most attractive things about cinema is the fact
that you can evoke a sense of mystery, of wonder or curiosity in an
environment, a landscape, a room, anyplace, by suspending time. So
much of the information that we perceive in film is explained or presented to us in such a way that we can’t help but rationalize it. Once
someone leaves us to our own interpretive devices, we can feel a great
reprieve and the opportunity to actually give something to the work.
It’s like a sitting and looking at a painting, at first it might not grab
you, but the longer you look at it, the more things reveal themselves.
– Peter Hutton
('A Critical Cinema 3,' interview with Scott MacDonald)

A Roll for Peter:
Peter Hutton
Tribute Program

Nov. 9

___________________________

Gowanus Darkroom

160 7th St. Suite 212, Brooklyn

___________________________
7:00 pm doors, 8:00 pm screening

___________________________
Free to attend
Limited to 100 seats. Reserve online
at mononoawarefilm.com

___________________________
Organized and assembled by Jennifer
Reeves and Mark Street
Presented by MONO NO AWARE
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Peter Hutton’s contemplative, visually arresting landscape and
urban films invite us to take our time within silent cinematic
tableaux of place, so that we may discover the beauty of overlooked moments. His carefully composed long-duration shots,
whether of city, nature, sea or factory, remind us the wonder
we can discover in the familiar. As we observe with patience,
humility and vulnerability, Peter’s work offers us a sanctuary
from the frantic, goal-oriented state of current visual culture.
Many filmmakers and artists were deeply affected by Peter’s
death in June 2016. Twenty-plus former students, colleagues,
and admirers of Peter Hutton answered an invitation to shoot
'A Roll for Peter.' The parameters were simple: shoot a single

We are pleased to present this tribute to Peter Hutton film program
with MONO NO AWARE, an organization generously involved in
bringing the wondrous and multifarious tradition of first-person
cinema into the future with essential inspirational and practical
support. Peter Hutton nurtured this rich and varied line of 16mm
filmmaking through decades of teaching film students and with his
own cinematic offerings to the wider culture. In the spirit of Peter’s
down-to-earth and non-competitive approach, MONO NO AWARE
is teaching, exciting and giving tools to a new generation of film
artists.
– Jennifer Reeves
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Films
Unknown

Western
Disturbances

Nov. 10

___________________________

Maysles Cinema &
Documentary Center
343 Lenox Ave., New York

___________________________
6:30 pm doors, 7:30 pm screening

___________________________
$10 Suggested donation
Limited to 60 seats. Reserve online
at mononoawarefilm.com

___________________________
New York Premiere of feature-length
documentary performance film by Alex
Cunningham. Co-presented by Maysles
and MONO NO AWARE.

___________________________
The Maysles Cinema, the only independent film house north of Lincoln Center
in Manhattan, is dedicated to the exhibition of documentary film. It provides
programming and forum discussions at
least four nights out of every week. The
Cinema is committed to a democratic
experience, one where filmmakers are
asked to attend the screenings of their
work, and audiences have the opportunity to actively engage the films and
each other in post-screening forums.
maysles.org
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A guide in how to not find what you weren’t really looking
for, 'Western Disturbances' is a feature-length performance,
multi-media, personal documentary film exposing the inherent
folly in expectation as seen through the filmmaker’s attempt to
document the 2015 South Asian Monsoon. This program will
open with a series of 16mm films entitled, 'Raining Ragas nos.
1-6'. Inspired by the structured yet highly improvisational style
of the Indian raga, these six rolls of 16mm film, shot and edited in-camera, perform the filmic plea of a musical raining raga
in hopes of inducing the monsoon. Shot in Kerala and West
Bengal during the weak and delayed onset of the 2015 South
Asian monsoon, 'Raining Ragas nos. 1-6' reveal the anticipation, frustration, and confusion in awaiting the unpredictable
weather system.

Nov. 11

___________________________

Films and Venue To
Be Announced Day Of

___________________________
7:00 pm doors, 8:00 pm screening

___________________________
Free to attend
Limited to 100 seats

___________________________
Register for seats to this very
special screening program at:
bit.ly/filmsunknown
Location (in NYC) and program to be
announced on Friday, November 11th
at noon.

Alex Cunningham is an experimental and documentary filmmaker currently based in North Carolina. He received his BFA
from Ithaca College in 2012 and his MFA from Duke University
in 2016. His films explore the issues of the physical earth as a
living object and human physical intervention into and relationship with the landscape and climate, and underlying personal
and psychological themes of anxiety, uncertainty, and instability. He is also a professor of photography and cinema at Duke
University, a curator, programmer, and a film projectionist.
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MONO NO AWARE takes the idea of
“expanded cinema” and pushes it to a new level.
Each festival always brings such a diverse group
of artists and filmmakers to share in the experience of live cinema. I have seen things done
with 16mm films I haven’t seen anywhere else.

Vintage
Camera Day:
Bolex Rex5
Camera and
Hand
Processing
Demonstration
Nov. 12

___________________________

Alice Austen House

2 Hylan Boulevard, Staten Island

___________________________
12:00 pm doors, 1:00 pm demo

___________________________
Free to attend
Free 35mm rolls to first 10 visitors

___________________________
A vibrant cultural center, the Alice
Austen House keeps the daring spirit
of the early American photographer
alive by showcasing the life, work, and
home of Alice Austen (1866-1952). Come
explore late 19th century period rooms,
changing exhibitions of Austen’s work
and contemporary photography, and
relish the lovely waterfront grounds with
panoramic views of the New York Harbor
and Lower Manhattan. aliceausten.org
19

I encourage anyone who hasn’t attended to go
and get a new perspective on the moving image
one wouldn’t have the opportunity to see at most
mainstream festivals.
Have fun with the art of traditional photography! Honoring
Alice Austen’s 150th birthday, this program will provide the opportunity for exploration of the art of traditional photography
and motion picture film thanks to MONO NO AWARE. Activities include hands-on demonstrations, the “Camera Doctor”
who can advise on how to get your vintage cameras back up
and running, an exhibition of pinhole camera collections, and
a selection of vintage cameras to use.

SARIE HOROWITZ
Program Manager, The Flaherty

Vintage Camera Day is one of the museum’s annual photography
festivals. We are excited to include MONO NO AWARE in our schedule of events this year.
– Shiloh Aderhold Holley,
Director of Public Engagement and Operations
20

Cinema 16

Nov. 12

___________________________

99 SCOTT

99 Scott Ave., Brooklyn

___________________________
7:00 pm screening

___________________________
A Phantasy of Color
Norman McLaren, 1952
Chakra
Jordan Belson, 1972
Berlin Horse
Malcolm Le Grice, 1970
Furies
Sarah Petty, 1981
Power of Ten
Charles and Ray Eames, 1977
Removed
Naomi Uman, 1999
Flesh Flows
Adam Beckett, 1974
OffOn
Scott Bartlett, 1968

___________________________
Free to attend
Limited to 800 seats. Reserve online at
mononoawarefilm.com

___________________________
Curated by Molly Surno of C16
Presented by MONO NO AWARE
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For this evening, Cinema 16 matches eight films with a commissioned score written and played live by New York musicians
Simone and Amedeo Pace of Blonde Redhead. Curated by
Cinema 16’s founder Molly Surno, the films address issues of
legacy, lifespan, and decay both materially and conceptually.
On Simone and Amedeo Pace:
The twins, born in Italy, have been making music since childhood due to their musical family. At age 13, They moved to
Montreal and formed a rock band, the Bad Sinners. In the fall
of 1988, both brothers enrolled into the Berklee College of
Music in Boston where they honed their ear training and improvisational skills. Upon moving to New York they developed
their iconic sound mixing jazz, Latin music and improvisation.
They auditioned for the Lounge Lizards, after meeting John
Lurie on the island of Elba at a small club owned by a mutual
friend. It was through the Lizards that they became acquainted
with Arto Lindsay, and eventually Kazu Makino. From there
Blonde Redhead was born.
Cinema 16 was founded and is programmed by artist Molly
Surno. The series was named after the 1947 New York-based
avant-garde film society founded by Amos and Marcia Vogel,
dedicated their legacy in the creative film community. Today
as we absorb cinema on the tiny screens of our laptops and
phones, oftentimes viewed alone, Cinema 16 refreshes the
communal viewing experience. Surno commissions musicians
to reinterpret a series of short, experimental films for a site
specific performance. Taking from the tradition of happenings,
these mixed media performances are showcased at a variety
of spaces melding the worlds of art, film, music, and the happening. Surno has commissioned a wide range of musicians
to interpret her short film programs including the internationally recognized pop rock band Yeah Yeah Yeah’s to the local
Brooklyn favorite krautrock group, Forma. C16 has been showcased at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, MoMA/PS1, Museum of Moving Image, and the Kitchen, among others. Learn
more at www.cinemasixteen.com.
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Expanded
Cinema from
the UK

Nov. 13

___________________________

The Firehouse Space
246 Frost St. Brooklyn

___________________________
4:30 pm doors, 5:00 pm screening

___________________________
Diagonal
William Raban, 1973, 16mm triplescreen, color, sound, 6 min.
Cycles 3
Guy Sherwin, 1972-2003, 16mm twoscreen film performance, B&W, two
optical soundtracks, 7 min.
Joseph’s Newer Coat
Malcolm Le Grice, 1998, video, 16 min.
Dissonance and Disturbance
Lis Rhodes, 2012, SD video, B&W/color,
26 min.

___________________________
$10 donation
Limited to 60 seats, Reserve tickets at
mononoawarefilm.com

___________________________
Curated by Drew Elizabeth Bucilla
Presented by MONO NO AWARE with
films distributed by LUX, London.

A program of canonical and more recent works by the British
artists who pioneered the form of expanded cinema in the
late 1960s and 1970s. Malcolm Le Grice, William Raban, Lis
Rhodes and Guy Sherwin were all members of the London
Filmmakers Co-op, whose 50th anniversary this year coincides
with MONO’s 10th.
Malcolm Le Grice was born in Plymouth on May 15, 1940. His
film and video work has been exhibited internationally including: the Museum of Modern Art, Vienna; Fondacion Joan Miro,
Barcelona; the Louvre, Paris; and Tate Modern and Tate Britain. His work is in permanent collections at the Centre Georges Pompidou, the Royal Belgian Film Archive, the National Film
Library of Australia, the British Film Institute, and the German
Cinematheque Archive. A number of longer films have been
transmitted on British TV. He has published extensively on
Experimental Cinema including the books 'Abstract Film and
Beyond' and 'Experimental Cinema in the Digital Age.'
William Raban is one of the foremost British artists and experimental filmmakers of the last forty years, known primarily
for his landscape, performance and multi-screen based films.
His films from the 1990s onwards look at the island of Britain
and its people in the context of the global economy and the
effects of urban change. Born in Fakenham, Norfolk, in 1948,
he went to St Martin’s School of Art in 1967. He was a leading
member of the London Filmmakers Co-op, where he managed
their workshop from 1972 to 1976. He was also Senior Lecturer in Film at St. Martin’s from 1976 to 1989 and is currently
Reader in Film at University of the Arts, London.
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Lis Rhodes, born in London in 1942, was a leading member of
the London Filmmakers’ Co-op, where she served as cinema
curator from 1975-6. She was a founding member of Circles,
a feminist film and video distribution network established in
1979. She was the Arts Adviser to the Greater London Council (1982-5) and has been a part-time lecturer at Slade School
of Art, London since 1978. She currently lives and works in
London, where a survey exhibition of her career, ‘Lis Rhodes:
Dissonance and Disturbance,’ was held at the ICA from January to March 2012.

Guy Sherwin studied painting at Chelsea School of Art in the
late 1960s. His subsequent film works often use serial forms
and live elements, and engage with light, time and sound as
fundamental to cinema. Recent works include installations
made for exhibition spaces and performance collaborations
with Lynn Loo working with multiple projectors and optical
sound. He taught printing and processing at the London
Film-Makers’ Co-op during the mid-1970s. His films were
included in ‘Film as Film,’ Hayward Gallery, 1979; ‘Live in Your
Head,’ Whitechapel Gallery, 2000; ‘Shoot Shoot Shoot,’ Tate
Modern, 2002; ‘A Century of Artists’ Film & Video,’ Tate Britain, 2003-4. He was guest curator of ‘Film in Space,’ an exhibition of expanded cinema at Camden Arts Centre, London,
2012-3. He lives in London and teaches at Middlesex University and University of Wolverhampton.

The Firehouse Space is a unique event
and performance space located in
Williamsburg close to the Graham Ave L
Stop. The Firehouse strives to present
music, art and theatrical performances
of both emerging and established artists.
It supports experimental and challenging
works for adventurous audiences and
additionally hosts student recitals, music
lessons and provides rehearsal time for
community members.
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Screening at
the Dungeon

An evening of selected shorts by artists who have collaborated with Dungeon Beach. The night will include films from Celia
Rowlson-Hall, Orit Ben-Shitrit*, Fritz Donelly, Ted Wiggin,
Jesse Flower-Ambroch*, Sammy Davis Jr* and Sam Kuhn*.

Nov. 15

*Denotes films dB has worked on

7:00 pm doors, 8:00 pm screening
$10
Limited to 30 seats, Reserve tickets at
mononoawarefilm.com

Dungeon Beach is a post facility located in Williamsburg that
specializes in sound design and color correction. dB brings
films, tv shows and art to life by sculpting the sound of its
surroundings and designing a visual ascetic.

A New York
8MMinute

Nov. 14

___________________________

Spectacle Theater
124 S. 3rd St., Brooklyn

___________________________
7:00 pm doors
7:30 pm and 10:00 pm screenings

___________________________
$10 (per show)
Limited to 30 seats. Reserve tickets at
mononoawarefilm.com

___________________________

From the 1920s to the dawn of the VHS age, commercial
films originally shot on 16mm or 35mm were reduced to
smaller gauge film prints, namely Super 8mm, for the home
viewer. These “reduction prints” or “digest editions” were
hastily truncated to 20 minutes or less, with gaps in plot often
bridged with awkward narration and bizarre montage. Quality varied wildly; sometimes color movies were presented in
black-and-white, other times sound was missing entirely.

___________________________

Dungeon Beach

63 N 3rd St, Brooklyn

___________________________

___________________________
Co-curated by Tim Korn of Dungeon
Beach and MONO NO AWARE

Tim Korn and Dungeon Beach have collaborated on workshops with MONO since 2013. MONO workshop participants
learn how to record audio in the field and follow through with
their sound by crafting the design and nurture their film in a
state of the art mixing environment.

Spectacle joins with MONO NO AWARE, fellow keepers of
the Super 8mm flame, to present a double-feature program
dedicated to celebrating these digests. At 7:30 pm, we will
screen a surprise assortment of Super 8mm reduction prints
of both Hollywood classics and b-movies, including one
in faded 3D. At 10:00 pm, Spectacle presents A New York
8MMinute: Reduce to Cognition, which channels the spirit of
the theater’s own Remix to Cognition series. Join us as we
present our custom-edited digests of feature films screened
from similarly retrograde formats.

Spectacle is a collectively-run screening space in Williamsburg, Brooklyn,
established and staffed entirely by
volunteers. Our programming encompasses overlooked works, offbeat gems,
contemporary art, radical polemics, live
performance and more.
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Fall Filmmaker
Mixer

Nov. 16

___________________________

DCTV
87 Lafayette Street, New York

___________________________
7:00 pm - 10:00 pm
Free to attend
RSVP online at mononoawarefilm.com

___________________________
Co-presented by DCTV and
MONO NO AWARE

Come celebrate independent filmmaking in NYC with DCTV
and MONO NO AWARE. Meet fellow makers and potential
collaborators, and learn about both organizations’ ongoing programming and services for filmmakers, analog and digital alike!
This event is a part of DCTV Presents, DCTV’s signature screening and event series that highlights innovative and provocative
work from the independent filmmaking community.

Muybridge
Motion Study
Workshop

Star in your very own Muybridge motion study! Learn the
history behind these early motion studies and the critical
role they played in bridging photographic technologies with
proto-cinematic devices.

Nov. 17

___________________________

Penumbra Foundation
36 E 30th St, New York

___________________________
6:00 pm – 10:00 pm

After a lesson the history, we’ll enter the studio space that
will be prepared for you to perform a short durational action
that will be captured on 16mm film. Once complete, we’ll
process the B&W films as negative by hand and make a
contact print of your study for you to take home and share
with friends and family.
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___________________________
Cost $195 (plus a materials fee)
Limited to 12 participants. Register
online at mononoawarefilm.com.

___________________________
Co-curated by Molly Rapp
and MONO NO AWARE
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Never – Still

Nov. 18

___________________________

THE CAVE home of LEIMAY
58 Grand Street, Brooklyn

___________________________
1st show:
7:00 pm doors, 7:15 pm program
2nd show:
8:15 pm doors, 8:30 pm program

___________________________
Free to attend
Limited to 40. Reserve online at
mononoawarefilm.com.

Kong. Working in video, installation, photography and interactive media, her recent practice focuses on the ambiguity in
nature by bridging natural transformation and unpredictable
computer algorithms. Chan has been featured in international
exhibitions, including ZKM Germany, ISEA2016 Hong Kong,
Haus der elektronischen Künste Basel in Switzerland, and
shortlisted in The Lumen Prize and Discovery LOOP Barcelona
video Art Award (2016).

'Never – Still' is a fantastical, 3-dimensional spaceship that
navigates the virtual seas of moving images conceived by
transnational Hong Kong artists, Jolene Mok and Carla Chan.
Featuring large-scale projections alongside live sound performances, we embark on an immersive voyage through worlds
marked by constant natural transformations — colossal
clouds, unfolding cosmics, transitional living spaces and revisiting ghosts — a state of moving in-between natural, human
and imaginary terrains that is perpetual and momentary at
once. Also featuring visual artist and composer Ulf Langheinrich in collaboration with Carla Chan.
In a new age of itinerant artists who live and work across
shifting geographical/social landscapes, how does this ever-reaching and arriving become a part of their practice? How
does moving, on screen or in life, propel this rhythmic cycle of
emergence?

GraceElaine Osborne is a musician and practitioner of a
variety of vibrational healing arts. Currently a PHD candidate at New York University, she is expanding her practice
of sound-making by researching on vibrational and sound
healing modalities, spaces, and practitioners. In her healing
practice she focuses on creating safe space and incorporates
various healing modalities such as Reiki, sound bowls, plant
medicine, and astrology. She has also performed as a musician at various venues, most recently at Danspace Project.

As a transnational and traveling artist myself, I am grateful to have
taken part in one of MONO NO AWARE’s filmmaking workshops
and now become part of such a dedicated, passionate and vibrant
community. The organization not only inspired my personal artistic
journey but showed me the universal language of film that crosses
boundaries between people of different social and cultural backgrounds, connecting otherwise separate lives to create and celebrate
new cinematic experiences.
– Tiffany Fung

Tiffany Fung is a Hong Kong artist and cultural worker currently based in New York. Tiffany shares life mainly in the forms of
moving images, mixed media installations and community organizing. Her work seeks to decipher personal and collective
cultural identities in relation to contemporary socio-political
issues, particularly hoping to build solidarity through art in her
home city. She obtained her M.A. in Arts Politics at New York
University in 2016, and co-founded Distill HK, an international
collective of Hong Kong artists local and abroad, in 2015.
Jolene Mok was born and raised in British Hong Kong. An
experimental artist, she takes video art & experimental film as
her major creative platforms. Mok earned her M.F.A. in Experimental & Documentary Arts at Duke University in 2013. Her
work has traveled worldwide to exhibitions, academic conferences and research expeditions in Finland, Japan, Indonesia,
Vietnam, China, Brazil, and U.S. Since 2011 onwards, she has
interested in undertaking artist residency programs in remote
locations.
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Carla Chan is a contemporary artist based in Berlin and Hong
Kong, where she obtained her bachelor degree in Media Arts
from the School of Creative Media, City University of Hong
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MONO MADE,
2009-2016

Nov. 29

___________________________

BRIC Media Arts Center
647 Fulton St, Brooklyn

___________________________
7:00 pm doors, 8:00 pm screening
Free to attend

This program is first ever screening on film at BRIC, and will include films by: Tomi Heady, Camila Restrepo, Richie Abraham,
Hanna Utkin, Edgar Belsom, David Savage, Rebecca Posner,
Juliana Cerqueira Leite, Jon Carter, Joshua Conkel, Lou Torres, Sarah Dahnke, Julie Orlick, and many more.

MONO NO AWARE is one of the foremost
organizations advocating on behalf of analog
film as a creative and exhibition medium. Once
ubiquitous, celluloid film production and its use in
related areas including optical printing, animation,
presentation, and preservation are increasingly
rarefied and specialized. MONO provides the
essential services of keeping the knowledge and
tools alive, accessible, and approachable while
cultivating a spirited community of artists and
enthusiasts. And as it grows, MONO maintains a
tireless DIY spirit that is one of my own foremost
inspirations and no doubt serves as a catalyst for
creative cinematic communities everywhere.
JON DIERINGER
Editor and Publisher, Screen Slate
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Tuned to a
Shifting Ground

Nov. 30

___________________________

Electronic Arts Intermix
535 W 22nd St #5, New York

___________________________
6:30 pm program

___________________________
$7 general, $5 students, free EAI
members
Limited to 125 seats

___________________________
Created by Leslie Thornton with the
support of MONO NO AWARE

On MONO NO AWARE:

There is always a kind of electricity that arises in people when they
get to do something with their hands, an energetic and contagious
engagement with a task or project. It is an irony of our times that we
would name such an instinctive and reflexive drive DIY. I do believe
it is in our cultural, and perhaps our genetic makeup, to do things
ourselves, to make things, starting with tools. And to engage with the
knowledge, skill and wonder required by celluloid based filmmaking
is one of the most perfect embodiments of this instinctive pleasure.
I want to spark the imagination into sensing something of a past,
while at the same time giving a place for the images to have a full,
awesome present. Not to privilege the past, but to experience wonder
that it exists, like looking at stars.
Working for over four decades, Leslie Thornton has created
an incredibly deep and complex body of films, videos and
installations. For this event she will present some of her
earliest works and influences, and touch upon stages of her
development as an artist and participant in the shifting ground
of technological image making. Leslie Thornton studied with
Brakhage, Sharits, Frampton and Leacock and locates her
work as squarely emanating from avant-garde and vérité cinematic traditions. She will trace her own aesthetic shifts from
the coolness of structural film to a current interest in the strategies of engagement essential to narrative form. The evening
will conclude with the premiere of a new work produced
under the auspices of MONO NO AWARE. Entitled ‘Fog Fog
Fog Ants,’ the work combines a clash of hand-made film and
digital imagery, with a beguiling and assaultive monologue
performed by Thornton.

MONO NO AWARE is an organization predicated on and committed to this sense of wonder; conceptually, materially, technically,
ethically it opens up a space for exploration, production, exchange
and community, from the most direct, concrete, forms of making to
the abstract immaterialities of the digital. The remarkable histories of
the projected image are explored, discussed and practiced— a rare
forum in our contemporary milieu.
MONO NO AWARE, under the visionary and tireless guidance of
its founder, Steve Cossman, is a gift to us all, and its influence grows
daily.
– Leslie Thornton

I started watching experimental films at the Unitarian Church in
Schenectady, New York when I was fifteen. Then I went to college and
had the extreme good fortune of taking classes with many of the great
American avant-garde filmmakers. I was beholden to their work, but
I knew that I would find my own way and that is what I have done
ever since, no end in sight. Each work is a new beginning.
I dig into emotional states and hidden histories. I am interested in
textures of speech and gesture, in-and-of-themselves. I work as anthropologist of our own time and culture, and I explore dimensions
offered by a variety of technological means, from contemporary
to historical. In many ways technology shapes the dimensions and
aesthetics of the voice and reflects its potential. This is my eternal
concern and starting point.
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(I)MAGE SOUND(S)

Dec. 1

___________________________

New York Public Library for
the Performing Arts
40 Lincoln Center Plaza, New York

___________________________
5:30 pm doors, 6:00 pm program
Free to attend
Limited to 175. Reserve online at
mononoawarefilm.com

___________________________
Presented by Jim Hobbs (UK), Dennis
McNany (US), Andrew Hill (UK) and
MONO NO AWARE

___________________________
(I)MAGESOUND(S) made possible with
generous support from the University of
Greenwich, London, UK.

(I)MAGESOUND(S) brings together Jim Hobbs, Dennis McNany, and Andrew Hill, who will explore/exploit the potentiality
of how the sonic influences the moving image and vice versa.
Working across various approaches from single screen films
and rescored archival footage to more complex expanded
cinema and sonic installations, the entire program celebrates
the collaborative nature of artists and the resonance of sound
and image.
‘Nature Morte’ is Jim Hobbs’ Super 16mm film based on
the early floral still lifes of Robert Mapplethorpe with optical
sound transformed by Dennis McNany.
With ‘Re(Score),’ Jim Hobbs has curated a selection of short
films by various artists from the New York Public Library’s
archive and the LUX archive in London which are set to new
scores by Dennis McNany and Andrew Hill.
Special permission given by NYPL to access Arthur Russell’s archive to create
some of the sounds for this project.

Andrew Hill’s new audio work, ‘Projections,’ utilizes the
sounds of the projector to create a type of sonic image. The
work was originally recorded in Hobbs’ studio in St. Leonardson-Sea, UK, and composed/edited by Andrew Hill at NOTAM
in Olso, Norway.

The New York Public Library for the
Performing Arts houses one of the
world’s most extensive combinations of
circulating, reference, and rare archival
collections in its field. These materials
are available free of charge, along
with a wide range of special programs,
including exhibitions, seminars, and
performances. An essential resource for
everyone with an interest in the arts—
whether professional or amateur—the
Library is known particularly for its
prodigious collections of non-book
materials such as historic recordings,
16mm films, videotapes, autograph
manuscripts, correspondence, sheet
music, stage designs, press clippings,
programs, posters, and photographs.
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‘Vientos Fuertes (Strong Winds)’ is a new collaborative expanded cinema piece including 16mm footage by Jim Hobbs,
and live sounds by Dennis McNany and Andrew Hill.

We’re excited about this inaugural partnership with MONO NO
AWARE, and especially pleased with MONO’s creative employment
of our library’s collections as part of this ambitious event.
– David Callahan
Principal Librarian at The New York Library
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MONO NO AWARE X:
Program I

Dec. 2

___________________________

LightSpace Studios

project is a reflection on city experience, from a perspective which follows a common, daily commute, but simultaneously is detached from
the nuances of the politics on the ground. The photo-film is projected
using two GDR-era filmstrip projectors, motorized to advance 35mm
film horizontally. The projectors are unique not only in their horizontal
film-feed, but also in their lack of a shutter and therefore a constant
stream of light. The on-screen movement is not an optical illusion: the
projected image directly corresponds to the visible movement of film
through the gate, which in turn reflects the drifting view of the passing
Berlin cityscape.

Installations

___________________________

The Circle, The Triangle, The Rectangle And The Crossing
Antonio Castles (Bogotá, Colombia) and Lucas Maia (São
Paolo, Brazil)

Free to attend

16mm Sextuple-Projection and Installation

1115 Flushing Ave., Brooklyn

___________________________
7:00 pm program

‘The Circle, the Triangle, the Rectangle and the Crossing’ is an
attempt to decompose the stereoscopic image into its essential parts, in an analogue way, without its aura of being spearhead technology. Six projectors in a triangular structure create
one single image in a screen in front of them, a crossing of
roads. After having filmed the movement with two cameras situated one next to the other—simulating the distance between
the eyes as in a human face—each of these films is separated
into three channels: red, green and blue; or RGB. The films of
each camera are polarized in a certain way, so that they can
only be seen through one of the lenses of the 3D glasses, i.e.,
through the left eye one can only see the three projectors that
carry the film of the left camera and vice versa. The result is
an image that is composed without concern for synchronization: Each projector runs at a specific frequency even though
the standard is 24fps, which implies that there will alway be
a delay between them. The perfect image will eventually be
achieved when all six projectors synchronize in the circular
time that the loop creates, only to fall out of sync immediately
after that.

16mm Single Projection (Looped), Optical Sound and Installation

Using the parallel temporal forms of the three-minute pop song and
the 16mm camera roll, ‘Them Apples’ runs The Beatles’ ‘Back In The
U.S.S.R.’ through iTunes Visualizer to create an optical sound experiment in which synesthesia and pop cultural memory are turned back on
themselves.

Performances
Badtransfer(Ence)
Thomas Dexter (Chicago, Il)

S1/S7
Olya Zarapina (Montreal, Canada)

16mm Single Projection and Live Sound Performance

35mm Installation

‘Badtransfer(Ence)’ performs a material and discursive negotiation
between analog film and digital projection in the manner of a crude,
fragile, and absurd, “telecine” system. Rather than an end in-and-ofitself, here “film” operates as a sort of catalyzing gesture deployed in
a thoroughly medium-contaminated signal chain. Along the way, 16mm
film loops are animated live and then destroyed, flicker patterns are
created between asynchronous optical shutters, objects are fashioned
into “expanded” screens, and an evolving palette of tonal and textural
sounds are extracted from disparate nodes within this process.

Zarapina presents a photo-filmic installation
documenting the route along Berlin’s raised
S-Bahn track. The photo-film is created
through continuous in-camera superimposition of still photos taken along the S1 and
S7 train routes which cross through the
middle of the city in opposite directions. The
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Them Apples
Adam R Levine (Montague, Ma)
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Plane Wave
Daniel Robert Kelly (Incline Village, NV)

Se Busca (Missing)
Annalisa D. Quagliata (Mexico City, Mexico)

16mm Dual-Projection Performance

16mm Dual Projection and Live Performance

'Plane Wave' is an analog interactive. The film itself is a series
of lenses that attempt to focus the working of the projector
on to the exhibition screen. Each exhibition’s visuals are dependent on the lens/lamp/screen arrangement. A love letter
exposing the refractive nature of light bending around the
edges of metal, bone through tiny celluloid windows.

A performance that illustrates a harrowing
truth: the overwhelming numbers of missing
women in Mexico. Inspired by the thousands
of “missing person” posters that are created
to find them, the performance focuses on
the action of pasting sheets of paper on a
wall. Words that describe what might have
happened to them are verbalized. The film
projected is composed of fifty images of
disappeared women, all of them re-photographed from their
“missing person” notice. Their images get lost and desensitized in media, this piece tries to recover their emotional
weight so the viewer can feel the scale of this social tragedy.

Zone Four
Noe Kidder (Brooklyn, NY) and Mark Gallay (Brooklyn, NY)
16mm Single Projection and Live Sound Performance

'Zone Four' began as a creative response to the astonishing
science fiction writing of Doris Lessing, primarily her novel
'Canopus in Argos: Archives.' Lessing was partly inspired
by the design of the Alhambra and its architecture helped to
organize one section of her novel. This idea inspired me to
travel to Spain and shoot a film inside
the Islamic palace. The tourists around
me became a part of the film, and I
was greatly moved by the importance
of water throughout the entire site. I
have been contemplating reproductive
issues for some time, and some of my
concern comes through in this film, but
in a broken and enigmatic way. It is my
hope that the viewer responds to the
suggestion that my images and sounds
create, and starts to question our basic
need to survive and our exploitation of
resources and human beings.

Thisquietarmy X Philippe Leonard
Thisquietarmy (Montreal, Canada) and Philippe Leonard
(Montreal, Canada)
16mm Dual-Projection (Looped) and Live Musical Performance

Frente A Frente
Caitlin Diaz (Los Angeles, CA)
16mm Double-Projection and Recorded Sound

As humans, we constantly build barriers
around our vulnerable selves, creating layers of trapped moments and
emotions. ‘Frente a Frente’ is a dual
projection piece that aims to dismantle
these layers through isolation, time and
repetition.
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DJ Sets
Forest Juziuk (Inter-Program)
Stewey Decimal (After Party)
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MONO NO AWARE X:
Program II

frame) combined with sound created by Alfredo Costa Monteiro, from field recordings and electro-acoustic devices in a
single performance of visual and sound experimentation.
An exorbitant perceptual experience on the relation with
nature: hypnotic subtle and violent.
Mom’s Tiger Lilies
Kellie Bronikowski (Milwaukee, WI)
Super 8mm Single Projection and Live Performance

Dec. 3

Installations

LightSpace Studios

See full descriptions on p. 37-38

___________________________
1115 Flushing Ave., Brooklyn

___________________________
7:00 pm program

___________________________
Free to attend

The Circle, The Triangle, The Rectangle And The Crossing
Antonio Castles (Bogotá, Colombia) and Lucas Maia (São
Paolo, Brazil)
16mm Sextuple-Projection and Installation

S1/S7
Olya Zarapina (Montreal, Canada)
35mm Installation

Them Apples
Adam R Levine (Montague, MA)
16mm Single Projection (Looped), Optical Sound and Installation

Performances
Even Silence Is Cause Of Storm
Adriana Vila Guevara (Barcelona, Spain), Luis Macias (Barcelona, Spain) and Alfredo Costa Monteiro (Barcelona, Spain)

6CO2 + 6H2O → C6H12O6 + 6O2 (Sugar, Light, Energy, Life)
Red Wing, Black Bird
Erika Jane Barrett (Rockaway Beach, NY)
16mm Single Projection and Live Sound Performance

In this short, the camera wielding girl climbs
to the top of a landfill between housing
projects and skyline. Fields of flowers, a
shaky hand; birds with red wings take-off
and land. The score was improvised by the
filmmaker with electric guitar and recorded
directly onto reel-to-reel tape. This is her
first and only film to date.
Change 变
Lily Jue Sheng (Brooklyn, NY)
and Michael Sidnam (Brooklyn, NY)
16mm Dual-Animation and Live Sound Performance

Multi-Projection Performance with Live Sound

The storm exhales through us and the bare branches (each
and every one), so that we can borrow its pure and permanent
virtue. We wonder if the cities have heard the simplicity of
its story, despite its loneliness. However, they have not been
purged in the flow out the night stream. Now they crawl away.
Perishable, late and far, the earth does not argue. It has no
arguments. In discord, hopefully, we discover its answer, as refugees in the illusory trap
of illusion. For now, they say, the storm has
passed. But we do not believe it.
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‘Even Silence is Cause of Storm’ is a film
performance by Luis Macías and Adriana
Vila Guevara. A display of analog projection
devices with 35mm slides, 16mm film (made
with hand processing, photochemical experiments, and optical printing frame by

‘Change’ is a 16mm text animation that deconstructs and manipulates Chinese language in its representation of morphology,
Taoist principles, and celestial cycles of time. The title refers to
the I Ching, the Book of Changes, and 变 (traditional: 變), the
Chinese word for ‘change’, in its translation that implies ‘transformation’. The film structure surveys Chinese seal script, Traditional Chinese, and Simplified Chinese, repeating 64 variations
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of 8 cosmic colors: red, green, blue, cyan, magenta, yellow,
black, and white. Each string of characters correspond to a
revolution of time in lunisolar and astronomical denominations.
The allegorical usage of radicals and colors convey a universal
interconnectivity, articulating meanings outside the confines of
literacy, acting instead as a cryptogram, machine/mind symbiosis, series of rituals, and play of metronomic afterimages.
Spectrum States
Joshua Churchill (San Francisco, CA), Paul Clipson (San Francisco, CA) and John Davis (San Francisco, CA)
16mm Dual-Projection and Live Sound Performance

Joshua Churchill is a San Francisco-based cross-disciplinary
artist whose immersive site-specific sound and light work
takes the form of both installation and performance, often
blurring the line between the two.
Paul Clipson is a San Francisco-based filmmaker who often
collaborates with sound artists and musicians on films, live
performances, and installations.
Expanding the relationship between moving image and sound
with live performance and studio-based projects, John Davis'
work elicits sensory response through familiar and unexpected
uses of traditional media. Through live performance and collaboration with other media artists, Davis alternates as both
musician and filmmaker.
Highview
Simon Liu (Brooklyn, NY), Warren Ng (Brooklyn, NY) and Ben
Hozie (Brooklyn, NY)
16mm Quadruple-Projection and Live Musical Performance

Up on the North Point a torrential downpour of instants tease
their way into our sight, but never fully form. Shutter-induced
memories reduced to speckles, dissipating into fog. Here, my
initial disappointments in a material defect morph into opportunity - satisfying an itch to melt instances together, to see
any number of places as one.
I want to go home. These images were meant to show us
what goes where — but I can't make out the path. Maybe we
should them all out on the floor and try to put the pieces back
together. In another five days, we'll need to leave.
DJ Sets
Lloyd Cargo (Inter-Program)
Sal Principato of Liquid Liquid (After Party)
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MONO Workshops
Past workshops:
Super 8mm
16mm
35mm
Hand-Processing
Sound Recording
Lighting for B&W
Independent Producing
Optical Printing
Film Preservation
Direct Filmmaking
Cyanotype
Liquid Light Projection
Looper Systems 101
Kinetoscopes
Titling Workshop
Laser Printing On Film
2D Cut Out Animation
3D Puppet Animation
Color Photograms
Non Toxic Processing
and more...

Our educational initiatives strive to make learning traditional
filmmaking affordable and accessible to everyone. Workshops
are led by local filmmakers and visiting artists looking to share
their years of knowledge and experience
Workshop materials; film stock, film processing, film cameras,
editing equipment, HD video transfer of finished work and online hosting of your finished film are all inclusive. At the end of
each workshop there is a FREE public screening open to you
and your friends. Each session, MONO NO AWARE partners
with local and international film festivals to offer entry waivers
to all our participants. To assist you in entering your work,
MONO NO AWARE will host your finished film on our Vimeo
channel. We engage with 400+ participants locally each year.
These workshops would not be possible without the partnership of ORWO, DiJiFi, Cinelab, and our host spaces The Center For Performance Research and The Gowanus Darkroom!

MONO Lab
MONO NO AWARE is raising funds to
build the nation’s first ever non-profit
motion picture lab dedicated to filmmakers and artists of the moving image.
With your help, we will open the doors
to a unique space that can provide linear
processing, scanning, optical printing,
contact printing, camera equipment,
hands-on workshops, projection and
exhibition opportunities.
Thank you for your support!

Register online at mononoawarefilm.com.

Donate to our Kickstarter
today at bit.ly/monofilmlab
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would like to thank our
sponsors for their generous contributions. Without
the kindness of these companies and institutions our
annual festival would not be possible.

Presenting Sponsors

Contributing Sponsors

Friends of the Festival
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mononoawarefilm.com
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